
Tools for Intercultural Education of Nurses in Europe (IENE 3)

 - „Courage Tool“ -

1st Aid Courage Compass in Cases of Death

Principles of the tool

• nurses are confronted with high emotional situations, e.g. cases of death

• courageous acting

• overcoming of fear

• comprehension

• assistance

• heartiness

• empathy

Values of the tool

• humanity

• tolerance and acceptance

• dignity

• equality
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Overall Goal:

Nurses should feel safe and supported by us in every situation of their daily work. So they 
could fully focus on the care.

Sometimes courage is needed. Especially high emotional situations, such as finding a dead 
patient, require often courageous acting/overcoming fears in order to don‘t become incapable 
of action. We like to support and to promote courageous acting.

Learning aims (up to 6 aims):

When you have worked through this tool, you will be able to:

1. I‘m not alone in emotional incriminating situationen.

2. There are many ways of assistance with it I don‘t have to handle alone the death of a 
patient.

3. I‘m exactly aware of what I have to do in a case of death.

4. Through the safe acting with the deceased I can approach courageous these situations.

5. I won‘t have disadvantages if I don‘t can or will approach these situations alone. Asking for 
help is not a sign of weakness or unprofessionalty.

Relevant Definitions

Courage is not a explicit content in the german care literature and education. Even if 
courageous acting is often required in their dialy work because working with human beings is 
always afflicted with uncertainty and unpredictable situations. How will react the patient today? 
Will he react aggressiv or is he maby deceased in the meantime? To confront those 
uncertainties mean to be courageous.

Generally courage is defined in the german language use as follows:

Courage:
Courage, also daring or spiritedness, means that you are able and willing to dare something. 
That means that you betake to a situation which is connected to danger, uncertainty. 
(de.wikipedia.org)

Courage is the ability, to overcome your fear in dangerous and risky situations. Fearlessness in 
a situation in which you could have fear. (duden.de)
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(General) Willingness to do the right thing in contrast to prospective disadvantages. 
(duden.de)

Basic forms of courage after the swiss psychotherapist Andreas Dick:

> physical courage (danger of a possible damage to life or physical condition
> ethical or social courage (danger of a possible social  exclusion)
> psycological or existencial courage (danger of a possible destabilisation of the personality)

Researchfindings regarding the issue

not founded

Relevant Content of laws, contracts/conventions regarding the issue

Penal Code Non-Assistance Help §323c

Reasonability of help
You can only be punished for non-assistance of a person in danger, when the help is even 
reasonable for the helper. Every person is committed to help on her best possible way.

Which typ of help is reosanble depends among others on:
> personality of the helper
> his psychological and mental strengths in the critical moment
> his experience of life and education (a doctor could help more than a medical layman).

Reasonable in evers case is:
> acceptance of a business disadvantage
> relatively small chance of injury

To neglect help
The necessary and reasonable help has to be supplied, not just any help. Otherwise it doesn‘t 
depent on, if the imminent danger is really fulfilled. Who neglect help, remains even 
punishable after paragraph 323c StGB when accidentally an other person frees the victim of 
his emergancy.  
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Relevant content of local policies

Care guidelines of the Volkssolidarität contains following relevant contents

• We as a team of nurses, care helpers and federal volunteers face up the charge of care for ill, 
old and disabled people, where themself or private helpers can‘t do this or to support private 
helpers and relatives.

• For us is especially important: motivation, creative contribution and shaping, to take self 
dependent initiative but also to know about your own limits and care about your health.

Practical aspects of the tool

Practical Activities

Every student or nurse get the 1st Aid Courage Compass. The trainer/mentor-nurse supplies 
and explains it use and meaning starting with the overall aim:
Nurses should feel safe and supported by us in every situation of their daily work. So they 
could fully focus on the care.

Sometimes courage is needed. Especially high emotional situations, such as finding a dead 
patient, require often courageous acting/overcoming fears in order to don‘t become incapable 
of action. We like to support and to promote courageous acting.

Mentioning of the learning aims:
1. I‘m not alone in emotional incriminating situationen.

2. There are many ways of assistance with it I don‘t have to handle alone the death of a 
patient.

3. I‘m exactly aware of what I have to do in a case of death.

4. Through the safe acting with the deceased I can approach courageous these situations.

5. I won‘t have disadvantages if I don‘t can or will approach these situations alone. Asking for 
help is not a sign of weakness or unprofessionalty.

Every nurse should carry now a 1st Aid Courage Compass, thereby she has it availalbe in every 
situation to conflict with general standards.
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Assessment of the tool (Evaluation)

• Theoretical Assessment

• Practical Assessment

Both are possible for the piloting. Now we do only theoretical assessment. The content/
standards will be proofed every two years in a working group. The care head manager conduct 
minimum one conversation with a concerned nurse after finding a deceased.

Evaluation

• Whole nurse staff of the Volkssolidarität Gera and maybe also the staff of the Volkssolidarität 
Jena.

• What should be evaluated?
Quality of the 1st Aid Courage Compass
Will lerning aims be achieved?
Usability

• Evalutation with the standardised data sheet

• Results should be used for improving the 1st Aid Courage Compass or its use. Compass can 
be shared with other divisions of the Volkssolidarität.

Autorship

• René Hildebrandt (head manager care, Volkssolidarität KV Gera e.V.), Karin Senf (general 
manager, Volkssolidarität KV Gera e.V.), Friederike Jung (Public relations, Volkssolidarität KV 
Gera e.V.
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